To support and promote the vision of the Superintendent’s Office of Public Instruction, the Assessment and Accountability department center’s its work on defining assessment value, engaging stakeholders, advancing mutual responsibility, and promoting assessment literacy (DEAP).

Define the value of Idaho’s comprehensive assessment program
Engage stakeholders in the development, principles, and application of assessment and accountability
Advance mutual responsibility in Idaho’s accountability system
Promote assessment literacy of Idaho’s comprehensive assessment program

---

ISAT
The ISATs are Idaho’s year-end assessments in ELA and Math. Also available are tools for teachers and interim assessments.
Visit ISAT

Idaho Reading Indicator
The IRI early reading assessment provides frequent, age-appropriate measures for students K-3.
Visit IRI

College Entrance Exam
A college entrance exam connects students to valuable resources supporting their next steps.
Visit College Entrance Exams

IDAA
The IDAA is an option for students with the most significant cognitive impairments who meet all participation criteria.
Visit IDAA

Civics
Idaho students are required to take the United States citizenship test at any point starting in grade 7.
Visit Civics

ISAT Science
ISAT Science items allow students to demonstrate their mastery of science and engineering practices.
Visit ISAT Science

ELPA
The ELPA screens, monitors, and exits Idaho students from an English language instruction program.
Visit ELPA

NAEP
Known as ‘the Nation’s Report Card’ the NAEP provides state level reading and mathematics results across the United States.
Visit NAEP

Accountability
Idaho’s accountability system provides transparency into state, LEA, and school performance.
Visit Accountability

---

The Idaho State Department of Education’s mission is to provide the highest quality of support and collaboration to Idaho’s public schools, teachers, students and parents.